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This special section ofOptical Engineeringis dedicated
to optical data communication, which is among the fast
growing applications of optics in the information ag
Seventeen papers appear in this special section, de
with a broad range of subjects encompassed by the t
area. This special section is particularly timely, since
past year has included several milestones in optical d
communications: industry acceptance of the Gigabit E
ernet and FICON standards, commercial availability
parallel optical interconnects, increased use of wavelen
division multiplexing in datacom systems, and the intr
duction of several new types of small form factor fib
optic connectors.

The first paper in this section provides an overview
datacom standards and technologies~ESCON/SBCON,
ATM/SONET, FDDI, fiber channel, FICON! as well as
future directions ~parallel optics, wavelength division
multiplexing, Gigabit Ethernet, and other areas!. The next
two papers deal with the development of new la
sources for data communications. Vertical cavity surfa
emitting lasers~VCSELs! at short wavelengths are impo
tant for parallel optical arrays. Significant research is
progress to develop long wavelength VCSELs, which
present can only be fabricated in a handful of laborato
around the world. This paper describes the developm
of long wavelength VCSELs with record low thresho
current and threshold current density, as well as conti
ous operation at room temperature. A potential alterna
to long wave VCSELs is large spot size lasers which re
alignment tolerances and potentially reduce manufac
ing costs of fiber optic transceivers. The next two pap
describe the use of short wavelength VCSELs in para
optical data links, which are emerging as commercia
available products.

Three papers deal with new types of small form fac
optical fiber connectors which are being proposed for d
communication systems. Approximately one half the s
of conventional SC duplex connectors, they are equiva
in size to an RJ-45 electrical outlet. Although there a
many small form factor connector proposals, these pap
describe some of the different technical approaches to
ducing the size of optical connectors. One possibility is
use existing ceramic ferrules, but placed much closer
gether than standard duplex connector housings~the fiber
jack or FJ connector!. Another option is to design a new
type of ferrule which can accommodate multiple fibe
~the SC/DC connector!. The most revolutionary approac
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is to eliminate ferrules altogether, and align the fibers
ing v-groove technology~the VF-45 or Volition connec-
tor!. The design and performance of these optical conn
tor options is described. In some applications, it is n
possible to install optical fiber cable between two loc
tions; optical communication may still be possible, ho
ever, using a free space optical data link as describe
the next paper.

The Gigabit Ethernet standard, IEEE 802.3z, h
received a great deal of attention following its introdu
tion this past year, and may be the first optical interco
nect which is introduced at a cost competitive with copp
data links. The next paper addresses one of the most
damental technical problems encountered by this n
standard, differential mode delay, which limits the abili
to operate both long and short wavelength transmitt
over existing multimode fiber. In this paper, an approa
to the design of optical mode conditioners is presen
which controls the transmitter launch conditions
achieve greater effective bandwidth; a summary of
Gigabit Ethernet Task Group’s findings in this area is p
sented.

The next two papers describe research into data c
munication devices. A paper dealing with the Optoch
research consortium describes the integration of opt
and electronic devices. Another paper presents severa
plications of ‘‘smart pixels,’’ hybrid optical/electronic de
vices which have found datacom applications in hig
speed digital optical switching and real time da
compression.

The next group of papers deals with emerging opti
datacom network technologies and architectures. The
of time division multiplexing is discussed as a possib
way to achieve data rates approaching 100 to 250 giga
per second. A network architecture based on parallel
tical fiber ribbons is described. A new type of ATM
switch is proposed, which utilizes optical signal proce
ing techniques and code division multiple acce
~CDMA! to enhance performance. The use of wavelen
division multiplexing ~WDM! for datacom networks is
addressed by the paper on Cobnet, a venture of the E
program. Finally, another paper describes an applica
of dense WDM technology in a multi-site Parallel Sy
plex.
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